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1 .  Demand  f o r  c u r r e n t  a n d  f u t u r e  

      f u t u r e  c r y p t o g r a p h i c

      p r o c e e d i n g s
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1. Confidentiality

Confidential data may only be accessible to authorised persons.

 

 

2. Authentication 

The author of a document should be identifiable, no other should be able to

impersonate the author.

 

 

3. integrity

Data must be unaltered, complete and consistent during processing.

 

 

4. Liability

The author should not be able to deny his authorship.

The sender must be certain that the data sent will only reach the intended

recipient.



 

 

The threeX algorithms in the network

can be used as a super-strong means /

tool for the encryption of information

and the transmission of data.

 

Thus all criteria are fulfilled to realize

complex security solutions in the

form of services and products.

See under Attachments: 

Combination of the algorithms threeX

1 and threeX 2, X-MAIL),

 

A direct comparison of the individual

algorithms is not possible because

they are based on very different

mathematical principles. 

 

Even for algorithms with the same

principles as DES, Tripple-DES, IDEA

or AES a direct comparison is not

possible. 

 

However, the key length has

established itself as a criterion for

comparison.

 

2.    What is threeX?

 

 

 

ThreeX is the project name for a

high-security encryption

technology that has been

developed over 20 years and is now

operational.

 

We chose this project name

because threeX uses three complex

cryptoalgorithms.

See Appendices: 

threeX-1, threeX-2, threeX-3

 

The threeX cryptoalgorithms can be

used individually or in combination

for different solutions to establish

and maintain confidentiality,

integrity, authentication and

binding.

 

The three threeX algorithms are

extremely flexible and scalable and

can replace or complement existing

methods without costly

procedures. 

 

The technology can be used as a

unique cryptosystem and offers a

secure technological advantage.
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3. Unique selling points of the

    threeX Technology

 

- three new unknown cryptographic    

 algorithms (knowledge advantage)

 

- no modified US procedures

(independence)

 

- No key escrow.

 

- no "key recovery" (trust)

 

- no "backdoors" (trust)

 

- Strength / steadfastness grows

exponentially (extreme key length, future-

proof)

 

- independent of factorization

 

- Extremely high randomization

 

- Integration into existing systems possible

(market development)

 

- Combination of algorithms possible (new

possibilities)

 

- new features and scalability for more

economic efficiency
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There are almost any application

purposes possible in all areas where

critical data is handled. 

 

The threeX chips enable an extremely

cost-saving and highly functional IT

security infrastructure.

 

Secondary:

The existing test programs, which serve

as functional models, should be adapted

in state of the art software. Thus, threeX

can be created for the market as a threeX

chip, but also as customer-friendly

threeX programs.

 

ThreeX_E-Mail is a proof for the

interaction of all 3 threeX algorithms in

one software solution. 

 

ThreeX_E-Mail is updated with the latest

software technology, 

 

The e-mail system is therefore prompt

and ready for use with the corresponding

usability.

 

Since e-mail is already a standard today

and will be even more important in the

future, a e-mail solution has enormous

market potential.

4. What can be realized with the

threeX technology?

 

Due to the extreme flexibility and

scalability of the threeX cryptographic

algorithms, new and optimized

alternatives can be realized to all

currently existing systems.

 

The threeX cryptoalgorithms can be

used for customized solutions (Early-

Adapter).

 

The threeX cryptoalgorithms should be

implemented in a threeX chip

(Appendix: Application examples &

threeX-CHIP).

 

The threeX-Chip is very flexible with

regard to its application possibilities,

since different interfaces for

addressing the threeX chip can be

provided. With the help of these

interfaces, the threeX chip can be

integrated into almost any imaginable

system environment.

 

The application possibilities of a

threeX chip, which is able to perform

complex cryptographic procedures

without external intervention, are

manifold.
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5. Functional proofs

 

 

 

The functional certificates for

the threeX technology have

been developed and are

available in the form of

executable laboratory and test

software.

 

New signature system

implemented (threeX1.exe)

 

data encryption 

(threeX 1/2/3.exe)

 

email encryption 

(signature and combination of

all 3 encryption algorithms)

(X-Mail.exe)
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The software is one of the most

important components in a computer

system. 

 

Only functional software can

guarantee a smooth workflow and

security in a modern IT infrastructure. 

 

For this reason, planning, performance

optimization

(Multiprocessor optimization,

 64bit etc.) and careful analysis.

6. Stage of development

 

The encryption technology is ready

and available in C++ code.

 

Due to the long development time the

whole code has to be updated again.

 

1st Crypto Lib

    - Redefine API

    - Using C++ Obfuscator for the End      

Compilation

 

2. software for use case:

    - Implement data safe

       Local and Cloud

    - GIT

    - versioning

    - password generator
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7. Why now a new

     Encryption?

 

Because there are no

alternatives on the market! The

demand is exorbitant,

companies,

 

Institutions, public authorities

and private individuals are

looking for new security

solutions that they can

you can trust me.

 

The current political situation is

creating an increased demand

for new European and

independent security solutions

around the world.

 

Hacker attacks and new legal

regulations are increasing

demand in all areas. In our

modern digital world, there is no

longer an area that is not based

on encryption process.

 

ThreeX is THE solution!
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Appendix:

 

 

 

 

threeX 1:

 

SYMMETRIC MIXED CHANNEL CHIFFRIERUNG threeX-1

Key length: variable 256Bit < Key(L) < X.XXX.XXXBit

currently: 208.000Bit

Key field size K: K8Bit = 10511

(number of threeX1 keys) K32 = 1.701*1038

Key is structured

Number of encryption cycles: N: 6<N<100 (default: N=8)

Operations in the cycle: RAND(), substitution, permutation,

Diffusion, non-linear tables

no frequency of characters recognizable in the cipher

Always a different cryptogram with the same plaintext

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New: Realization by Multichiffre (1 - n / currently 2) suitable for

Quantum computer by adjusting the ciphers. Cipher 2 is additionally

encrypted. Optimized calculations.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Application example:

threeX 1.exe
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SYMMETRIC CHIFFRIERUNG threeX-2

 

 

Key length: 173.248Bit.

 

Key field size 10hoch34709

 

Key is structured

 

block cipher

 

Operations in the cycle:                  

RAND()[109 variants per character in randomization], substitution,

Permutation, diffusion, mixing

 

No character frequency recognizable in the threeX cipher

With the same plaintext always a different cryptogram.

 

threeX 2 is a symmetric cipher algorithm, which calculates the total

Randomization of the input text to the box number text. Thereby

a large number of codes for each character in the input text, in exorbitant

Dimensions, can be assigned.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Application example:

threeX2.exe
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COMBINATION OF ALGORITHMS

threeX 1 AND threeX 2:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

threeX 3:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SYMMETRIC CHIFFRIERUNG threeX-3

 

Key length: 256Bit to 512KB, variable

Key Crunching Method

Operations in the cycle: substitution, permutation, diffusion, mixing

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Application example:

threeX3.exe

 

 



X-Mail:

 

 

 

 

 

Example threeX-MAIL:
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EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION & threeX-CHIP

 

The threeX-Chip is a new cryptography chip that supports the entire range of electronic data

communication. 

 

Procedures for encryption, signing and authentication are implemented. 

 

The symmetric encryption methods threeX 1, threeX 2 and threeX 3

are implemented on the threeX chip.

 

The threeX-Chip is very flexible in its application possibilities. 

 

Therefore, several interfaces for addressing the threeX chip were provided. 

 

A USB/LAN/BUS interface is required for the I/O interfaces and applications.

is provided for. With the help of these interfaces, the threeX chip can be integrated into

almost any imaginable system environment.

 

Of course any other interface (X Interface) between threeX-Chip and periphery can be used!

 

The application possibilities of a threeX chip, which is able to perform complex

cryptographic procedures without external intervention, are manifold. 

 

Almost any application in the area of WAN/LAN connections, banks, e-commerce and

security technology is conceivable.

 

Of course, countless other applications are possible,

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

threeX-Chip data encryption 

 

 

- USB flash drive

- HDD, SSD, 

- Cloud.

- Documents

- accounts

- pictures

- video

- access control

- communication security

- email

- Phone

- radio

- data networks

- Websites (Bank)

- pay TV

- document security

- passport

- Patient file (eGK)

- Plagiarism Security

- remote control systems

- control centers

- SPS control technology

- etc.
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EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION threeX-Chip
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Principle mobile phone with threeX

chip

 

The threeX chip is integrated in the

central control. 

 

Thus, all digital data can be transferred

to the transmit module with threeX

encryption. 

 

During reception, the encrypted data is

transferred from the transmit/receive

module to the threeX chip, which

decrypts it and transfers it to the central

controller.

 

The normal procedure is therefore not

affected.

 

The threeX chip can

can be switched on or off.

 

 

 

The customer logs on to the mobile

phone provider. 

 

With the SIM card he gets a threeX-Key. In

connection with the threeX chip in the

mobile phone, the customer can now

communicate encrypted. 

 

The threeX encryption can be switched

ON/OFF. This means that unencrypted

communication is also possible. 

 

A pure software solution for mobile

phones is planned. 

ThreeXintegrated in OS.
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